
Make48 
 

Episode Guide 

 

Season One 

 

EPISODES 101 - 104  

The first four episodes document the unpredictable and inspiring immersion in the 

Make48 inventor’s competition to develop REAL products. With the constant pressure of 

the "ticking clock," we engage up close and personal with the teams as they brainstorm, 

design and build their ideas in order to pitch a working prototype to a team of industry 

savvy Make48 judges.  

 

From napkin drawing to design, we watch these competitors suffer the highs and lows, 

showing the true nature of bringing a prototype to life in only 48 hours.  

 

Of course, our teams may seek advice from our “Tool Techs” – professional 

inventor/fabricators – at any point along the way, as Make48 aims to provide a level 

playing field at all times. Industry A-listers also roam the competition floor and give 

advice on all facets of teams’ development.  

 

At the 24 hour mark the inventors go before a focus group of industry experts to pitch 

their initial ideas and get feedback. Utilizing this advice the teams must tweak their 

designs and marketing, all in anticipation of their final pitch before the judges.  

 

At the end of Episode four, time is up! 

 

EPISODE 105 

In this pivotal episode, the prototype judging begins and we learn which top three 

inventions will continue on the path to enhanced design and manufacturing, marketing 

and retail launch! We go back stage with the teams in the critical minutes before they 

must take the stage in front of a judging panel of industry professionals. Our three 

winning teams get paired with national caliber design and marketing teams to continue 

the journey to market.  

 

EPISODE 106 

We follow our three teams with their winning product prototypes as they are fine-tuned, 

tested, and re-engineered by national level design firms. We follow a parallel storytelling 

thread between our three teams with three different firms through this process.  

 

EPISODE 107 

Our three teams are paired with national level creative marketing firms to continue on 

their path with their refined designs to dive into the world of marketing, creative strategy, 

product video production and brand strategy. Once again we follow a parallel story thread 

between the three teams in their creative marketing mentorships. 
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EPISODE 108 

Our three teams unveil their refined product. They present their final design, 

manufacturing and marketing plans to an industry panel and crowdfunding experts at 

Indiegogo. The product crowdfunding campaigns are actually launched on Indiegogo 

allowing viewers to invest in a pre-order of the emerging product in advance of actual 

retail launch. The episode culminates with an invitation for all viewers to tune in to 

Season Two to determine the most successful emerging product funded by the general 

public through crowdfunding and the final outcome of the three new products heading to 

market! 

 

 

Season Two 

 

EPISODE  201 

Launch of the 48 hour invention competition. Learn the product challenge. Begin to meet 

the teams, the experts and the mentors of the competition. Commence with the 

brainstorming process, patent searches, and more. 

 

EPISODE 202 

The teams go on a one-hour supply run in a hardware store to gather the materials to 

make their invention. Begin the prototyping process. 

 

EPISODE 203 

The inventor teams get their first round of expert industry feedback in front of a focus 

group. They continue to fine tune their prototypes. 

 

EPISODE 204 

The 48 hours is winding down and the teams are in the final stages of wrapping up their 

designs, making a product website and preparing their pitch.  

 

EPISODE 205 

Times up. It’s time to pitch and present the product ideas to the panel of real industry 

judges. The judges will then deliberate behind closed doors (with cameras of course) and 

the three winners will be announced. 

 

EPISODES 206 - 207 

The three winning ideas begin the challenging road to market. Prototypes are fine-tuned 

with industry design firms. Bugs are worked out and features improved all under the 

pressure of manufacturing challenges and ultimate retail price point. In episode seven the 

prototyping and fine tuning continues with real industry experts. We learn many aspects 

of the process and technology that goes into product creation such as 3D printing, laser 

cutting, and much more. 
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EPISODES 208 - 209 
The critical process begins of marketing strategies, packaging, product video creation, 

social media strategies and more. In episode nine the marketing process continues as we 

follow all three products and specific team members through the process. 

 

EPISODE 210 

We get a first-hand immersion in the world of product tradeshows including the 

Consumer Electronics Show, The National Toy Show and the National Hardware Show. 

The series culminates with the finely tuned products being unveiled and presented to 

some of the retail product industry's biggest buyers. 

 

 

Season Three 

 

EPISODE 301 

Launch of the 48 hour invention competition. Learn the product challenge. Begin to meet 

the teams, the experts and the mentors of the competition. Commence with the 

brainstorming process, patent searches, and more… 

 

EPISODE 302 

The teams go on a 1 hour supply run in a hardware store to gather the materials to make 

their invention. Begin the prototyping process! 

 

EPISODE 303 

Our inventor teams get their first round of expert industry feedback in front of a focus 

group. They continue to fine tune their prototypes. 

 

EPISODE 304 

The 48 hours is winding down and the teams are in the final stages of wrapping up their 

designs, making a product website and preparing their pitch. 

 

EPISODE 305 

Times up. Time to pitch and present the product ideas to the panel of real industry judges. 

The judges will then deliberate behind closed doors (with cameras of course) and the 

three winners will be announced! 

 

EPISODE 306 

The three winning products begin their journey to the marketplace. First stop re-design. 

The Make48 team will help the inventors identify and fix issues with their original 

design. 

 

EPISODE 307 

The three winning teams continue to refine their designs and create new prototypes. The 

mentors weigh in on the new designs and prototypes. 
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EPISODE 308 

The Make48 team consults industry experts to get advice. Patent and trademark attorneys 

give their advice on the three winning products. 

 

EPISODE 309 

The three winning products are presented to a consumer focus group. Marketing and 

packaging strategies are created. 

 

EPISODE 310 

The Make48 team recaps the journey to the marketplace. 

 

 

Season Four 

 

EPISODE 401 
We learn the challenge and the rules. We meet our 10 teams with detailed back story. The 

teams learn the challenge and the rules and the whistle blows and the 48 hour countdown 

begins.  It's all work and a lot of play!  We dive into the creative process and the business 

of INVENTING a product. Throughout the competition we cut away to supporting 

educational back stories about team members, mentors, and tool techs that support our 

cast of characters throughout the 48 hour competition. 

  

EPISODE 402 
We continue to get to know our teams through personal back story.  We also get to know 

our mentors and tool techs. The teams go on a one hour supply run in a hardware store to 

gather the materials to create their invention.  To kick start the creative process mentors 

from the product industry interface with the teams to share some of the real world 

challenges and processes in product development.  Our teams also have the support of 

product attorneys to make sure their ideas are new and fresh!  Intercut event action with 

our educational supporting side stories. 

 

EPISODES 403 - 405 
We dive deep into the hands-on brainstorming and prototyping stage. This is the meat of 

the series with lots of inventing, building, innovating and collaborating! By this time we 

really know each team and can personally connect with their efforts! It is a full on 

educational toy workshop with lots of team action.  

 

EPISODE 406 
The 48 hours is winding down and the teams are in the final stages of wrapping up their 

designs, making a product promo video and preparing their pitch to our event judges. 

Educational back story focuses on appropriate marketing and advertising standards and 

practices for a consumer product launch. 
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EPISODES 407 - 408 
Times up. We cover more time with each pitch. In real time each pitch is 7 minutes. We 

reduce 10 pitches to about 4 minutes each. Time to pitch and present the product ideas to 

the panel of judges.  We include personal back stage comments before and after the 

pitches from our teams. The judges will then deliberate behind closed doors (with 

cameras of course) and the winner will be announced!  

 

EPISODES 409 - 410  
Our winning team will be awarded a cash stipend and a educational product industry field 

trip and apprenticeship within the United States with their winning prototype in hand!  

Our journey takes the team on a front seat ride through the rigors of product design and 

prototyping. We also learn the special issues associated with consumer product testing 

and product safety, appropriate marketing rules and practices and more.  Our winning 

team retains their patent and gain an incredible amount of knowledge and education 

about product development. Our public tv viewers get to go along for the lesson! 

 


